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Draw with Rob
Handmade Artwork to Inspire Your Creative Life Take your love for hand lettering, coloring, and
doodling to the next level with this easy guide to creating gorgeous sketches by hand. Artist Mary Phan
has toured North America teaching luxury sketching workshops, and she now reveals her simple yet bigimpact techniques for everyone— from beginners to experienced designers. You’ll learn to draw 14
exquisite sketches, featuring fully illustrated, detailed step-by-step instructions to ensure a frame-worthy
result from your very first sketch! Follow along with Mary’s simple, foolproof sketching process:
drawing in basic shapes with a pencil and ruler, bringing the scene to life with brightly colored art
markers, and outlining with black ink for the final details. From each tutorial, you’ll have your own
impressive work of art to share as a gift, send as a card, share on social media, use in your business, or
display in your home. No matter how you use it, this book will give you the tools and inspiration to fill
your life with more color, beauty, and creativity.

Creative Illustration Workshop for Mixed-Media Artists
For aspiring illustrators, students, or anyone who loves to draw, this workbook helps to build up drawing
skills, confidence, and an attention-grabbing portfolio. Illustrator extraordinaire Mary Kate McDevitt
brings her years of industry expertise to tips of the trade, plus tons of strengthening exercises including 12
step-by-step assignments to illustrate commercially compelling products--like a greeting card, product
packaging, a magazine editorial, and more. Full of encouragement and guidance and presented in a
practical lay-flat binding, Illustration Workshop is the ultimate creative tool for today's indie illustration
zeitgeist.

5-Minute Sketching -- Landscapes
Sketching is more popular than ever, but busy lives leave almost no room for sitting down with a pad
and pen, and practicing. Many people give up on their potential hobby (and artistic outlet) because they
feel they just don’t have the time to lay the groundwork. Here’s a secret though: you do have time
each day to practice, you just need to incorporate sketching into your daily life. Sketch Now, Think
Later covers the tools, techniques and tips that author and Urban Sketching Correspondent of Boston
Mike Daikubara has developed in his more than 15 years as a practicing artist, and will show you how to
fully dive into any sketching situation with limited time and tools, and still be able to produce
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memorable, great looking, fun sketches!

Creative Sketching Workshop
Learn to express yourself through color while painting on location with the in-depth tips and techniques
of Working with Color, the fifth volume in the Urban Sketching Handbook series. Expert watercolorist,
illustrator, instructor, and co-founder of Urban Sketchers Montreal Shari Blaukopf shares her essential
color tips about color-water ratio, achieving bold color, avoiding muddy washes, painting in layers, and
using wet-in-wet techniques. This essential handbook covers: supplies and materials sample color palettes
color mixing using limited palettes monochrome sketches the power of complementary colors using
evocative, expressive color With a focus on using watercolor with greater confidence and knowledge, the
book also delves into pencil and ink and watersoluble pencils. The instructional text is enhanced with
stunning watercolor illustrations by the author and other expert urban sketchers from beautiful locations
around the globe. The illustrations include examples of color swatches showing value; mixing;
illustrations of complementary, analogous, and neutral color schemes; and sample galleries. Working
with Color is an indispensable guide for on-location artists looking to expand and strengthen their
expressive use of color.

An Illustrated Journey
Freehand Drawing and Discovery, Enhanced Edition
Packed with the signature can-do attitude that makes beloved artist Danny Gregory a creativity guru to
thousands across the globe, this unique guide serves up a hearty helping of inspiration. For aspiring
artists who want to draw and paint but just can't seem to find time in the day, Gregory offers 5– to
10–minute exercises for every skill level that fit into any schedule—whether on a plane, in a meeting, or
at the breakfast table—along with practical instruction on techniques and materials, plus strategies for
making work that's exciting, unintimidating, and fulfilling. Filled with Gregory's encouraging words and
motivating illustrations, Art Before Breakfast teaches readers how to develop a creative habit and lead a
richer life through making art.

The Nature Explorer's Sketchbook
This book is a reference volume and a digest of more than a century of scholarly work on troubadour
poetry. Written by leading scholars, it summarizes the current consensus on the various facets of
troubadour studies. Standing at the beginning of the history of modern European verse, the troubadours
were the prime poets and composers of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in the South of France. No
study of medieval literature is complete without an examination of the courtly love which is celebrated in
the elaborately rhymed stanzas of troubadour verse, creations whose words and melodies were imitated
by poets and musicians all over medieval Europe. The words of about 2,500 troubadour songs have
survived, along with 250 melodies, and all have come under intense scholarly scrutiny. This Handbook
brings together the fruits of this scrutiny, giving teachers and students an overview of the fundamental
issues in troubadour scholarship. All quotations are given in the original Old Occitan and in English.
The editors provide a list of troubadour editions and an index, and each chapter includes a list of
additional readings.

The Design Studio Method
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In Drawing with a Tablet: Easy Techniques for Mastering Digital Drawing on Location, readers will
learn step by step how to create amazing drawings while on the go. In the sixth volume of the Urban
Sketching Handbook series, popular artist and workshop instructor Uma Kelkar shows sketchers how to
take their digital drawing to the next level. Whether you are new to sketching or wish to try the latest
technology, this useful guide share expert tips and techniques for drawing on a tablet. With a focus on
using the ProCreate tool, but with information that is relevant to other digital platforms, you will start
with the basics, such as opening your file, choosing your resolution, determining your palette, and how to
simplify your tools by creating a preferred set of brushes. The book also covers using layers and groups of
layers, and shows you how to create a sketch from start to finish. Whether you are drawing at home, en
plein air, on the go, or even at night, learn how to enliven your digital drawings and enhance your skills.

Artist's Sketchbook
Combining a winning formula of practical instruction and creative inspiration, Sketch your World
examines a range of techniques for capturing great sketches on the go, covering topics such as how to
improve observation skills, sketch moving subjects and c

A Handbook of the Troubadours
Carla Sonheim is an artist and creativity workshop instructor known for her fun and innovative projects
and techniques designed to help adult students recover a more spontaneous, playful approach to
creating. Her innovative ideas are now collected and elaborated on in this unique volume. Carla offers a
year's worth of assignments, projects, ideas, and techniques that will introduce more creativity and
nonsense into your art and life. Drawing Lab for Mixed-Media Artists offers readers a fun way to learn
and gain expertise in drawing through experimentation and play. There is no right or wrong result, yet,
the readers gain new skills and confidence, allowing them to take their work to a new level.

Creative Sketching Workshop
Master the challenges of drawing on location with this collection of insider know-how and expert tips
and techniques. Illustrator, architect, and international workshop instructor and Urban Sketcher
Stephanie Bower has collected 101 of her best insider drawing tips, hacks, and techniques and shares
them in this fully illustrated, portable book. Learn shortcuts to getting your perspective right,
determining your composition, and balancing your light and shadow. This book collects many basic
drawing techniques into one handy volume: How to draw a great line Using ellipses to draw arches How
towers are like wedding cakes The importance of your eye level line in sketching and 97 things more!
The book also features beautiful example illustrations from Urban Sketchers around the globe! Whether
you are new to sketching or are an experienced artist, this book is chock-full of useful, practical, and
clever tips to take your drawing to the next level. The Urban Sketching Handbook series offers location
artists expert instruction on creative techniques, on-location tips and advice, and an abundance of visual
inspiration. These handy references come in a compact, easy-to-carry format with an elastic band
closure—perfect to toss in your backpack or artist’s tote.

Sketch Now, Think Later
This sketchbook helps kids look more closely at nature and capture what they discover with pencil, pen,
and paint. The Nature Explorer's Sketchbook inspires exploration, creativity and observation, with
beautiful sketchbook illustrations, ideas and tips, and plenty of space for kids to draw. 20 [ages of
instruction andcolor illustrations followed by blank pages, with more hints and examples every ten pages.
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A perfect tool for home schoolers, environmental education programs, STEAM programs, or to give as a
gift to young artists and nature lovers. Ages 10+

Sharpie Art Pack
At home? Wondering what to do? Join thousands of children around the world and #DrawWithRob staying at home has never been so much fun!

The Urban Sketching Handbook: Working with Color
"Inspired by the sketch crawls that have been embraced by artists around the world. this book will
breathe fresh air into your art life. Inside you'll find 21 slice-of-life workshops, presented by 12
accomplished artists. Each workshop is comprised of various challenges that ask you to slow down, look
closer and explore the endless, often unexpected sketching opportunities in the world around
you."--Back cover.

5-Minute Sketching -- Architecture
Everyday Sketching and Drawing offers an easy-to-follow, 5-step formula, which teaches beginnerfriendly techniques for learning the skills necessary to make drawing and sketching an everyday habit.
For those who have always wanted to or tried and failed to learn to draw it provides simple step-by-step
instruction, plus easy-to-follow practice exercises, and provides the motivation and inspiration readers
need to be successful. For those who already draw, Everyday Sketching and Drawing offers another
technique to add to their drawing arsenal. Why do so many adults come to view drawing as difficult or
fraught with anxiety? Traditional art instruction is often bogged down with jargon, rules, and
admonishments that unintentionally stifle the joy of drawing for its own sake. Steven Reddy's new and
easy approach to drawing instructs sketchers to document their unique and compelling lives in realistic
yet playful sketches that record the places, spaces, and objects that help define them as individuals. He
reminds artists to slow down, notice, and attend to the sketch-worthy scenes and subjects that are
unstaged and always there in our everyday lives. He offers a versatile technique that can lead to a skill
that fills sketchbooks with the visual details that differentiate one life from another. This approach is a
meditative, relaxing alternative to academic concerns about perspective, proportion, and accuracy.
Reddy encourages artists to capture in whimsical but detail-specific illustrations their unique, subjective
interpretation of their visual surroundings. Steven Reddy's drawing method produces extremely detailed
and realistic scenes of objects and scenes in everyday life in a relatively short period of time (60 minutes
to 3 hours or more, depending on the sketcher's preference). Modifying a technique utilized by Old
Master oil painters, the drawings pass through 5 clearly articulated stages where each step focuses on one
visual concept at a time.

The Urban Sketching Handbook: 101 Sketching Tips
Through 46 daily exercises which make up a complete 6-week course, you will keep your artistic skills
sharp and your imaginations fertile by doing One Drawing A Day. Each spread in the book features a
beautiful drawing by one of 8 professional illustrators, with a description and comments by the illustrator
as well as a companion exercise. Each exercise includes suggestions for various mediums or mixed-media
solutions, advice on how to approach and execute the drawing, as well as professional tips. The book also
includes exercises designed to spark new ideas and increase creativity.

Pencil Art Workshop
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Urban sketching has become one of the biggest art trends of the last decade, with artists preferring to
capture a scene on location rather than relying on a photograph. Featuring 20 step-by-step exercises,
Sketch Club: Urban Drawing is your essential guide to putting your drawing skills into practice on
location. You'll learn how to start, when to stop and how to fix common mistakes. Packed with all the
energy and inspiration of a drawing group, this is the ideal book for anyone looking to take their urban
drawing further. Perfect your urban drawing skills and develop your own unique style with professional
urban sketcher, Phil Dean. Chapters include: - Loosening Up - Building a Scene - Adding Contrast Taking it Further - Finishing Touches

You Can Draw in 30 Days
"In Pencil Art Workshop, artist and illustrator Matt Rota shows to achieve various techniques using
graphite, and includes the work of an international gallery of artists for inspiration"--

Sketch City
"Vast opportunities and great joy await you as you learn sketching "on the spot" -- be it in your own
backyard, amid the bustle of a busy market, on a hike or wherever you happen to find yourself. Cathy
Johnson leads you on this thrilling expedition as you explore ways to turn everyday sights and
experiences into a cache of visual memories. She and other artists have opened their sketchbooks to
share their favorite subjects, ranging from nature's paraphernalia to aging buildings, crashing waves and
beloved pets. You will travel the world through sketches and stories, through deserts and deep woods,
cities and small towns. Along the way, you'll pick up helpful tips and clever, on-location improvisations
for making your sketching sessions pleasurable, safe and productive."--Provided by publisher.

The Art of Urban Sketching
In The Urban Sketching Handbook: Drawing Expressive People, urban sketcher and workshop
instructor Róisín Curé shows how to make your figures more than just anonymous bystanders by
sharing the basics of drawing people on the go as well as how to successfully render poses, faces, and
expressions. Following an essential section on proportion, you’ll find tips, tricks, and examples for
surmounting the intimidating prospect of capturing ever-shifting subjects, plus techniques for portraying
poses accurately and distilling details that convey personality and emotion, whether individually, in small
groups, or in crowds. Bring figures and people to life on the page and tell an authentic visual story with
The Urban Sketching Handbook: Drawing Expressive People. The Urban Sketching Handbook series
offers location artists expert instruction on creative techniques, on-location tips and advice, and an
abundance of visual inspiration. These handy references come in a compact, easy-to-carry format with
an elastic band closure—perfect to toss in your backpack or artist’s tote.

How to Draw Without Talent
Learn essential urban sketching tips to help you improve your art. 20 workshops written by urban
sketchers help you break out of your comfort zone and sharpen your skills with helpful tips and exercises.

Modern Cosmology in Retrospect
From three design partners at Google Ventures, a unique five-day process--called the sprint--for solving
tough problems using design, prototyping, and testing ideas with customers.
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Sprint
Want to draw but don't think you have the talent? This book is for you--no experience or formal training
required! Danny Gregory, co-founder of the popular online Sketchbook Skool, shows you how to get
started making art for pleasure with fun, easy lessons. Get started fast with just a pen and paper, learn to
see your subject with new eyes, and enjoy the creative process.

The Artist's Journey
This volume recounts the development of modern cosmology, in chapters contributed by many of the
leading protagonists. Modern cosmology aims to determine the origin, evolution, and ultimate fate of the
universe. It is an area of modern science that has engendered fierce debates that have captured public
interest. This is an absorbing account of physical and observational cosmology, the great cosmological
debates, important observations and the riddle of the dark matter. The enormous controversy
surrounding the Big Bang theory is retold in personal recollections from H. Bondi, W. McCrea, and
Fred Hoyle. Next are three chapters on the discovery of cosmic radio waves and the contributions made
by radio astronomers to current cosmology. The book concludes with a tribute to some of the pioneers of
cosmology. This is fascinating reading for astronomers, professional cosmologists, general physicists,
historians, philosophers of science and general readers.

Sketch Your World
Whether you have experience drawing or are completely new to it, this exciting workshop-style book
provides practical, inspiring, and creative exercises which will expand your drawing skills and provide a
framework for integrating illustration with other mixed-media techniques, With a focus on drawing what
you love and what is familiar, you will be led through the development of several illustration exercises,
which launch from jotted notes and eventually blossom into unique mixed-media creations. You will
become familiar with a wide variety of media and approaches to drawing, learn how to work through
"creative blocks," and discover ways to scan and layer your illustrations using a computer.

Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces
"A comprehensive guide to quick sketching of landscapes. 5 Minute Sketching-Landscapes is about
drawing what you see, mostly in settings away from the "modern world." It's especially appropriate for
travelers. There are 60 exercises for new and aspiring artists which can be done in any number of
locations and as often as desired. All will help to hone skills, increase speed, and help to promote a daily
drawing routine. Sketchers will learn how look at a scene and deconstruct its elements quickly - for
example, see natural features as colored geometric shapes; locate the source of light; divide the scene into
planes (e.g., close, mid, far) for accurate perspective and color values; and note landmarks that support
their observations. Readers will build an instinctive focus that pays off in speed and results. Experienced
artists will refresh their skills, eliminate bad habits, and discover new ways of seeing. Landscapes, of
course, feature color, and this is covered in some detail and with expert guidance throughout the book.
There is advice on the types of media and their uses, including washes, pencils, charcoals, and pastels."--

Art Sparks
An instructive guide to creating an illustrated journal based on artist and Instagram sensation Samantha
Dion Baker's unique creative process, featuring information on materials, creative inspiration and
instruction, prompts, and helpful tips and tricks. Samantha Dion Baker is a widely admired and followed
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artist on Instagram, where she shares her "sketch journal," an illustrated daily record of her life, drawn in
a fresh, modern style. In Draw Your Day, Baker guides you through her inspirational practice and
provides guidance for starting your own. Part instructional guide and part encouraging manifesto about
how making art--even art that's not museum-worthy--can make your life more mindful and meaningful,
Draw Your Day is ideal for both seasoned artists looking for fresh inspiration, as well as aspiring artists
who need a friendly nudge to get started.

Art Before Breakfast
The next craze, after coloring books, is sketching.

5-Minute Sketching -- People
Every kid can be an artist with this book as their guide! Using basic art supplies — from paint, markers,
paper, and glue to household finds like cardboard boxes and fabric scraps — children aged 6 and up
learn that as long as they can imagine it, they can create it. Curated by two art educators with decades of
experience, this rich collection of 53 arts and crafts activities offers up a ton of freeform fun, from
Doodlemonsters and Painted Animal Rocks to Paper Bead Jewelry and Nature Weaving. Projects vary
in difficulty so there’s something for a wide range of ages and abilities, and many can be completed in
under an hour. Each project featured in the book has been kid-made (and kid-approved!), and colorful
photos of the finished pieces will ignite a creative spark that inspires budding makers to express their
imagination, humor, and individuality through art.

Draw Your Day
If you yearn to say yes to your deepest expression in your art and life, this self-help book is for you. Dr.
Hillis guides you past resistance on your artist's journey so you can finally trust yourself, develop
confidence and cultivate deep exploration and experimentation in your art. Bonus resource library with
videos lessons and book club guide.

Illustration Workshop
Perfect for aspiring designers, Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces is an inspiring, mixed-media
workbook on how to draw and paint beautiful, fashion illustration–style faces. Author Jane Davenport
is a beloved artist and international workshop instructor known by her thousands of students and fans for
her over-the-top, enthusiastic, happy, and encouraging style. In Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces,
Davenport guides you, step by step, through the foundations of drawing a face, developing successful
features, creating skin tones, playing with bright colors, shading, highlighting, and much more as you
learn to create amazing mixed-media portraits. With this elegantly designed guidebook, you will quickly
master a variety of techniques in a variety ofmediums, including: Pencil Marker Pen Watercolor Acrylic
paint Ink Pastel Ephemera Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces will have you dancing your way
through the exercises. In no time at all, you will have a selection of beautifully faced portraits ready to
view, display, or even sell to a fashion designer.

Ballpoint Art Pack
The Art of Urban Sketching is both a comprehensive guide and a showcase of location drawings by
artists around the world who draw the cities where they live and travel. Authored by the founder of the
nonprofit organization Urban Sketchers (www.urbansketchers.org), this beautiful, 320-page volume
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explains urban sketching within the context of a long historical tradition and how it is being practiced
today. With profiles of leading practitioners and discussions of the benefits of working in this art form,
this inspiring book shows how one can participate and experience this creative outlet through modernday social networks and online activity. You'll find more than 600 beautiful, contemporary illustrations,
as well as artists' profiles and extended captions where these urban sketchers share their stories, how they
work, sketching tips, and the tools behind each drawing. With sketches and observations from more than
50 cities in more than 30 countries, TheArt of UrbanSketching offers a visually arresting, storytelling
take on urban life from different cultures and artistic styles, as well as insight into various drawing
techniques and mediums.

The Urban Sketching Handbook: Drawing Expressive People
Twenty-five artists from around the world open up their sketchbooks to reveal drawings of their favorite
cityscapes, sharing techniques, tools and practices with a view to exposing readers to an authentic
experience of sketching as an appealing living art form.

Tate: Sketch Club Urban Drawing
Make your mark and explore hours of exercises using everyone's favorite marker- anywhere! Now in an
all-new format, the creative technique exercises from Sharpie Art Workshop by designer, artist, and art
director Timothy Goodman are reconfigured into this useful art pack which includes an informational
book and companion sketchpad featuring prompts and drawings to get you started. Sharpie Art Pack
includes a wide range of Sharpie techniques that demonstrate how to make different kinds of marks,
patterns, images on a variety of surfaces, and mixing media with Sharpie. Be bold, and work through this
inspiring book and enjoy the intricate and impressive works created from an everyday tool.

Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain
Learn to draw in 30 days with Emmy award-winning PBS host Mark Kistler Drawing is an acquired
skill, not a talent--anyone can learn to draw! All you need is a pencil, a piece of paper, and the
willingness to tap into your hidden artistic abilities. With Emmy award-winning, longtime PBS host
Mark Kistler as your guide, you'll learn the secrets of sophisticated three-dimensional renderings, and
have fun along the way--in just 20 minutes a day for a month. Inside you'll find: Quick and easy step-bystep instructions for drawing everything from simple spheres to apples, trees, buildings, and the human
hand and face More than 500 line drawings, illustrating each step Time-tested tips, techniques, and
tutorials for drawing in 3-D The 9 Fundamental Laws of Drawing to create the illusion of depth in any
drawing 75 student examples to help gauge your own progress

One Drawing A Day
Features selections from the sketchbooks of forty artists, illustrators, and designers that capture their
travels around the world in drawings and paintings.

The Urban Sketching Handbook: Drawing with a Tablet
Grab a pen and explore hours of masterful and intricate art anywhere! Now in an all-new format, the
creative technique exercises from The Art of Ballpoint by illustrator Matt Rota are reconfigured into this
useful art pack which includes an informational book and companion sketchpad featuring prompts and
drawings to get you started. Ballpoint Art Pack includes a wide range of ballpoint techniques that
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demonstrate line drawing and crosshatching, shading and tone, photo-realism, drawing texture and
pattern, working in layers, and mixing media with ballpoint. Glide through this inspiring book and enjoy
the intricate and impressive works created from an everyday tool. The List of Exercises Includes: - Types
of Shading - Volume with crosshatching - Creating an even field of marks - Scribble - Responding to an
organic process - Blending color - Gradients with marks - Line shape and pattern - Drawing on toned
paper - Graphic color - Contour Drawing - Creating a light source - Shading with watercolor - Layering
ballpoint and acrylic - Multiple viewpoints of one object - 360-degree view of room - One Mark Drawing Texture - Creating a landscape with texture and marks (but no outlines)

Everyday Sketching and Drawing
The next craze, after coloring books, is sketching.

Drawing Lab for Mixed-Media Artists
The Artful Sketch
The struggle with balancing creative products that are innovative, technically feasible, and financially
sound is one designers and web professionals go through every day. The Design Studio Method is a
creative problem solving process that allows you to quickly generate ideas, evaluate them, and reach
consensus, achieving that balancing act. Brian Sullivan’s The Design Studio Method gives answers that
you have been looking for, showing you how to be innovative and efficient without sacrificing quality
and collaboration. This book simplifies the complicated method, explaining each step, each
participant’s involvement, and how to adapt the method to your needs. The Design Studio Method
provides step-by-step procedures to ensure your success. From illumination, to generation, to
presentation, all the way to iteration, this book provides the road map you’ll need to start generating
innovate products. Shows you how to involve all members of the creative process—from clients to
directors—so that everyone participates, critiques, and innovates. Features real-world examples of
Design Studio projects that highlight the successes of this method and ways to adapt it to your needs.
Includes a website that showcases videos covering each step of the method and other procedures that
crop up along the way.
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